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Meet Emily Petrizzi, a
part-time criminal justice tutor, a
writing tutor, and a full-time
philanthropist! Emily’s story is
one of simplicity, focus, compassion, and drive. In early December, Emily approached me
about getting the Academic Support Center involved in some
sort of seasonal giving campaign. She didn’t know exactly
what she wanted to do, but she
knew she wanted to do something. Many of us have good ideas, but
acting on them doesn’t always happen. Emily made it happen! After
noticing the I-95 billboard about the Bridgeport Rescue Mission, an
idea was born. Emily called the mission and they said the ASC could
take part in a coat drive that was underway. Emily made the flyer and
the drop-off box, and the A SC Coat-Drive to benefit the Bridgeport
Rescue Mission was underway. The box filled over the next two weeks,
and Emily brought the coats, mittens, scarves, socks and gloves to the
drop station. The Rescue Mission was grateful for our donations, and
hopefully the items donated made a difference for the giver and the
receiver.
Ms. Petrizzi focused on the goal of wanting to do something to
give back to the community. Her compassionate nature is a good balance for a criminal justice major! The plan, overall, was fairly easy to
execute. It took a couple of phone calls and a flyer for others to benefit. Thank you Emily!
So many HCC students share the same drive as Emily. It is the
heart to take care of your community. Let us know if there is any way
that the ASC can help you with your effort to give back.

Academic Support Center

TUTORING CENTER CORNER
Wayfinding

By Aliss Obeid, Tutoring Coordinator

ometimes, some of those who wander are lost! With the ongoing construction over recent months,
wayfinding around campus can be a little challenging for many. Various departments have been moving and
changing locations, which can lead to confusion, and even frustration for those
trying to locate a specific department or individual. Many times people would
ask me for directions on how to get to a location on campus. Of course, I always
try to help, but on a few occasions it was difficult to tell someone where to find
an office if I hadn’t been there myself. I couldn’t give directions to an unknown
destination!
That made me more aware of the simple truth that I can’t find the right
path unless I know where I am heading and know where I am at a given moment. This conclusion is not exclusive to finding a physical location; actually
it’s related to finding our path in life as well. Most of us strive to accomplish
and achieve, but without a clear vision of our destination, where and what we
want to get in life, most of us can’t possibly do it. Similarly, students may not
be able to achieve and succeed unless they set up goals. However, with the help
and support provided to HCC students, defining and achieving goals can be easier and more attainable. Career Services, counselors, advisors, and faculty are
all here ready to guide and support students’ efforts to succeed.
Setting up goals helps students determine the direction they should follow. So utilize these free campus
resources when you need guidance and support to address your goals. Wayfinding can be successfully navigated
when we know where we are and where we want to go.

Meet the ASC Spring 2018 New Tutors and Staff
By Aliss Obeid, Tutoring Coordinator

Introducing
Trang Ho

Tajan Marshall

ASC position

Math Tutor

Math Tutor

Major/Degree

Accounting

Future Plans

B. A in
Accounting
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Blaise Sebabi

Shante Randall

Hafsa Zahhal

Receptionist

Writing Tutor

Math &
Chemistry Tutor

Nursing at NCC

Business
Administration

Communications

Engineering
Science

Minor in Math at
HCC

B. S. in Business
Administration

A.A. in
Communications

B. S. in
Mechanical
Engineering
UCONN

WRITING CENTER CORNER
The Importance of Assignment Instructions
By Karyn Smith, Writing Center Coordinator

W

hen it comes to writing, the word
“direction” makes writing tutors
and writing teachers think of one thing almost
immediately: assignment instructions. Assignment instructions are a professor’s goals for students to achieve, a tutor’s guidelines for helping
students make progress, and a student’s roadmap
to success.
Professors will give out assignment instructions in a number of ways: some will hand
out detailed packets that take students step-bystep through the process of the writing assignment; others might give out shorter prompts with
more detailed grading rubrics; and still other professors prefer to write instructions on the board or
refer students to prompts in the textbook. Being
present in class to get instructions, taking careful
notes when your professor refers to the assignment, and following up with questions about the
assignment when you are confused are three ways
that students can ensure success in writing classes.

When you visit the Writing Center for
help with an assignment, it’s your job to give direction to the appointment by providing the assignment instructions to your tutor and giving
them any additional information you may have
(such as notes or grading rubrics). Always make
sure you bring a copy of the instructions to your
appointment, or know how to access them online
via Blackboard, email, or a course website.
Sometimes, the instructions will tell a
tutor everything they need to know. Often,
though, we need more information. That’s when
students can help direct tutors by providing the
notes, grading rubrics, email, textbook, or other
materials that clarify the assignment instructions.
Writing assignments, and the instructions
for how to complete them, can sometimes feel
overwhelming. But developing good habits--notetaking, asking questions, keeping your hand-outs
from your professors organized-- will help you
become a stronger, self-directed learner who is
successful in college writing and beyond.
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CAP CORNER
On the Road
By Andrew Pelletier, CAP Coordinator

D

irection is a tricky thing. The
UCONN campus in Storrs is in
the northeastern part of Connecticut, pretty far up
there but still a good 15 or 20 minutes from the
border to Massachusetts. During my time as a student there, a friend told me
about a time he was driving
back up to campus after visiting home. It was during the
afternoon, during good weather, and he wasn’t feeling tired
or anything. But he drove into
Massachusetts before he realized he had gone past his exit.
His mistake was easily corrected, and once he had turned
around his journey only cost
an extra 40 minutes and some
gasoline.
Highways and roads
take us where we want to go, and we can’t get
there without them, but we also need our own
sense of direction. We need to know where we
want to go and why we want to go there.
This is no easy task. In fact, having a
personal sense of direction about where
we want our lives to go is tantamount to
inquiry into the very meaning of life.
The question to ask might be, “What do
I want to be when I grow up?” or it
might instead be, “How do I want to live
when I grow up?” If you like to have
your evenings and weekends free, going
into a medical field like nursing might
not be the best fit. If you’re not a morning person, then a trade that works 7-3
isn’t going to suit you. But you can’t
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know if you don’t ask yourself questions. Selfinterrogation is the way to find your direction.
But back to the roads. We can be rigorous
in our self-interrogation, determined in our goalsetting, voracious in our studies, and vigilant in
our pursuit of success. But all the direction in the
world won’t be enough if the
roads aren’t there. And if the
roads have tolls, or if the roads
are only open to certain groups
of people, well, then not all of
us will be able to get where
we’re going. Direction is a necessary component of getting
somewhere, but it is only part
of the journey. When we close
the roads behind us as we drive
them, people are left behind,
and their sense of direction can
be chipped away if they have
to hike through the dirt while
looking up at people cruising along the highway.
In life there are many who have direction, but not
as many who have access to all the roads.

http://inspiration.allwomenstalk.com/quotes

TESTING CORNER
Directions
By Pat Costeines, Testing Coordinator

T

he topic for
the newsletter this semester is
a very meaningful one to me. On
March 1, my life will begin a new
direction as I retire from my 12
years working at HCC as Testing
Coordinator. You will continue to see me
around, however, as I will be returning as a parttime Ed Assistant to help in the transition of the
new Coordinator.
Looking back, I am proud of the direction and growth I was able to achieve while
overseeing testing. When I first started working
at the college, I tested in a small room in
B116 with 9 computers. The new state-of-theart Testing Center is beautiful and now can ac-

commodate up to 39 students. There is so much
possibility and potential for future growth! In April a new Coordinator will be
hired and that person will have a chance to implement their vision and direction. I am excited
that I will continue to be around for a little bit
longer to see which direction the future will
hold.
I have loved every minute of my time
working at HCC, and I am thankful for the opportunity to be able to continue working with
my wonderful colleagues and coworkers for a
little while longer. Being semi-retired will allow
me to slowly detach while at the same time, find
some new directions for this stage of my
life. From the bottom of my heart, I want to
thank all of you for your friendship and support
over the years.
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By Aliss Obeid

Did you know?
1. “CAPTCHA” is an acronym: “Completely Automated Public Turing test to tell Computers and
Humans Apart”.
2. New York City is the most linguistically diverse
city in the world, with as many as 800 spoken
languages.
3. A second is called a second because it is the result of the second division of an hour by 60.
Originally, it was known as “second minute”
while the minute was known as “prime minute”.
4. The Twitter bird’s name is Larry.
5. There’s a pile of trash in the Pacific Ocean that’s
the size of France.
6. The first American modern fraternity, Phi Beta
Kappa, was established at the College of William
and Mary in 1775.
7. There are around 30 million Facebook profiles
that belong to dead people.
8. Until the 1920’s, Jeans were only marketed to
laborers, such as cowboys or miners. It was considered strange for anyone else to wear them.
9. Titanic II, an exact replica of the original ship,
will set sail in 2018.
10. A hot bath can burn as many calories as a 30 minute walk. A study found that men who spent an
hour in a 104-degree bath burned 140 calories, it
also moderated their blood sugar levels.

http://www.sudokukingdom.com/

Academic Support Center
Didyouknowfacts.com, Nameless.tv

FUN STUFF

https://jobmob.co.il/blog/
funny-ikea-job-interview

https://www.razzlepuzzles.com/cryptogram

https://www.pinterest.com/
pin/376402481335764455/

http://jokebaba.blogspot.com
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https://geroldblog.com

SPRING 2018 ASC TUTORS

ACCOUNTNG
Robyn Dilg
Maria Dominguez

CRIMINAL JUSTICE
Emily Petrizzi
FOREIGN LANGUAGES

COMPUTER SCIENCE
Jiyan Bedawi
John Kalyondo
MATH
Isuru Amaratunga
Andrew Champagne
Giovana De Senna
Kevin Fontan
Trang Ho
John Kalyondo
Jessica Krotki
Tajan Marshall
Sylvester Yeboah
Hafsa Zahhal
FACULTY
Theodora Benezra
Marina Phillips
David Platt
Richard Rizzi

SPANISH
Gigi Yanez-Hamberger

SCIENCES
Arian Pagan
Robin Smith
Hafsa Zahhal
FACULTY
Claudia De Granndi
Janet Yarrow

ESL
Robyn Dilg
Gigi Yanez-Hamberger
ENGLISH & WACC
Scott Andujar
Lee Bayusik
Cynthia Boynton
Claud Fanclik
Sheryl Montes
Emily Petrizzi
Shante Randall
Samuel Rotini
Miriam Serrano
Joshua Thiede
Gigi Yanez-Hamberger
FACULTY
Rebecca Adam
Eleanor Bloom
Terry Kozek
Karyn Smith
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Lafayette Hall, Room L 152
203-332-5019
The mission of the Academic Support Center (ASC) is to provide a full service
testing and tutoring experience that cultivates student success. By fostering a
supportive environment, the ASC strives to inspire students at every level of
preparedness to advance, to excel, and to reach their fullest potential.

IMPROVE YOUR MATH GRADE; ATTEND A MATH REVIEW
Tutoring Center
Lafayette Hall L152
MAT 137 Intermediate Algebra
Test 2 Review
Test 3 Review
Test 4 Review
Final Exam
Review

2/21 @ 10:30-12:30 PM
3/28 @ 10:30-12:30 PM
4/18 @ 10:30-12:30 PM
5/2 @ 10:30-12:30 PM

MAT 137 T Intermediate Algebra
Test 3 Review
Test 4 Review
Test 5 Review
Final Exam
Review

3/15 @ 4:00-6:00
4/9 @ 4:00-6:00
4/18 @ 4:00-6:00
5/3 @ 4:00-6:00

PM
PM
PM
PM

MAT 167 Statistics

MAT 172 College Algebra

Test 2 Review 2/20 @ 2:00-4:00 PM
Test 3 Review 3/26 @ 2:00-4:00 PM
Test 4 Review 4/17 @ 1:00-3:00 PM
4/23 @ 11:00-1:00 PM
Final Exam
4/30 @ 2:00-4:00 PM
Review
4/7 @ 2:00-4:00 PM

Test 2 Review 2/20 @ 12:00-2:00 PM
Test 3 Review 4/5 @ 1:00-3:00 PM
Test 4 Review 4/24 @ 12:00-2:00 PM
4/26 @ 1:00-3:00 PM
Final Exam
5/1 @ 12:00-2:00 PM
Review
5/3 @ 1:00-3:00 PM

